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STOCK MARKET REPORT 4th DECEMBER 2018

INVERELL CATTLE SALE

Yarding: 1830 Comparison date: 27/11/18 Change: 672

There was a sharp increase in numbers, with an influx of yearlings. Cows were also well
supplied. The quality of the young cattle was very mixed, with some good lines of well-bred
cattle suitable to restock and feed. The condition of many of the young cattle was on the
lower end of the condition scores. There were very few well finished young cattle to satisfy
processor requirements. There was an increased supply of heavy grown steers, while cows
were represented by most of the condition scores.
Market trends through the young cattle varied. Light weight yearling steers to restockers sold
on a firm to slightly cheaper market trend, with buyers hesitant in the face of the hot dry
conditions prevailing. Medium and heavy weight yearling steers suitable to feed attracted
increased competition, selling firm to a shade dearer. The increased numbers of yearling steers
also brought about some quality variation that affected some average prices. The light weight
yearling heifers to restockers followed a similar trend to that of the steer portion, selling from
firm to slightly cheaper. Heifers suitable to feed were firm to slightly dearer.
Well finished heavy grown steers attracted strong processor competition, however no market
comparison is possible due to the lack of comparable cattle at the previous sale. The cow
market saw cheaper trends throughout, with the better heavy weights easing as much as 10c
to 12c/kg. An increased supply of bulls saw heavy weights sell to cheaper trends.
George & Gwen Boland
Mal & Anne Peters
Scott & Georgina Sinclair
Robert Bebb
Garry & Robyn Brown
Norm Turner
Norm Turner

Moree
Ashford
Bingara
Tamworth
Inverell
Inverell
Inverell

Steers
Steers
Steers
Heifers
Cows
Bulls
Full mth Ox

313.2¢
300.0¢
313.2¢
258.2¢
218.0¢
243.2¢`
240.0¢

343kg
460kg
348kg
333kg
560kg
980kg
778kg

$1074.00
$1380.00
$1088.00
$ 861.00
$1221.00
$2383.00
$1866.00

_________________________________________________________________________________________

LAST CATTLE + SHEEP AND LAMB SALE for 2018 ~ 11th December, NEXT WEEK
____________________________________________________________________________
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